Rao-Mirotznik, Rukmini, Gershon Buchsbaum, and Peter transferred when light, hyperpolarizing the terminal, interSterling. Transmitter concentration at a three-dimensional synapse. rupts the vesicle stream (Dowling 1987). We asked how J. Neurophysiol. 80: 3163-3172, 1998. At intensities from starlight the invagination's three-dimensional structure would affect to 1000-fold brighter, the mammalian rod synapse transmits a bi-transfer of the visual signal.
ionic acid (AMPA) receptors reach near to the release sites (16 nm), and two bipolar dendrites bearing mGluR6 receptors end far aptically. This hypothesis was proposed to explain why from the release sites (up to 640 nm). We considered two hypothe-blocking the glutamate transporter rapidly eliminates the hoses for signal transfer: transmitter quanta might be integrated in rizontal cell light response (Eliasof and Werblin 1993) . The the cleft and sensed as a steady concentration (high for 0 and low hypothesis is novel in that transmitter quanta are integrated for 1); or quanta might be sensed at the postsynaptic membrane within the cleft and sensed, not as discrete events, but as a as discrete postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) and integrated within concentration. Another idea is that vesicles simply cause the dendrite. We calculate from a passive diffusion model that the discrete PSPs which are integrated within the postsynaptic invagination empties rapidly (t Ç 1.7 ms). Further calculations neuron ( Fig. 1D) (Rao et al. 1994) . Although this hypothesuggest that a glutamate concentration high enough to hold a biposis is utterly familiar, the unusually great distance from relar cell in darkness at one end of its response range would require lease site to bipolar dendrite raises some doubt that the gluta-Ç4,000 vesicles/s. On the other hand, the glutamate pulse from a single vesicle would reach both nearby AMPA receptors (low mate pulse from one vesicle could evoke a postsynaptic affinity) and distant mGluR6 receptors (high affinity) at spatiotem-potential (PSP).
poral concentrations matched to their apparent binding affinities.
To evaluate these hypotheses, we considered the synaptic Thus one vesicle could evoke a discrete PSP in all four postsynaptic terminal of the mammalian rod. At intensities from starlight processes. We calculate from a stochastic model that PSPs could to 1,000-fold brighter, this synapse reliably transmits an irretransfer the binary signal at Ç100 vesicles/s. Thus dendritic inte-ducibly simple signal, i.e., a binary signal, representing 0 or gration of unitary PSPs is both plausible and 40-fold more efficient 1 photon per integration time (reviewed by Rao et al. 1994;  than the alternative mechanism. The rod's deep invagination, rather Sterling 1998; van Rossum and Smith 1998) . The glutamate than serving to pool transmitter, may serve to prevent ''spillover'' concentrations effective for both types of postsynaptic neuof transmitter to neighboring rods. Spillover, by pooling the noise ron are known (see next section). Therefore the computafrom neighboring rods, would impair transmission of their binary signals.
tions are constrained by known levels of performance. Furthermore the synaptic structure has been quantified for cat: a single active zone (130 release sites) discharges into the I N T R O D U C T I O N deepest known invagination (Rao-Mirotznik et al. 1995) . Therefore passive efflux from the invagination should be A synapse in the CNS is typically two dimensional: a slowest of any photoreceptor, and a glutamate pulse reaching discoid active zone discharges transmitter quanta across a the bipolar dendrite should be the most spatially and tempo-20-nm cleft toward a discoid patch of receptors. But the rally smeared. Thus compared with other photoreceptor synribbon synapse of a vertebrate photoreceptor is three dimenapses, the rod terminal's geometry should be most favorable sional: a linear active zone discharges transmitter quanta at to integration within the cleft and least favorable to integrathe apex of a deep, three-dimensional cleft ( Fig. 1 ) (e.g., tion within the dendrite. Dowling and Boycott 1966; Rao-Mirotznik et al. 1995) . The
We calculate that the invagination empties rapidly and cleft is created by two horizontal cell spines that invaginate that to maintain a steady physiological concentration of gluthe synaptic terminal to reach near the vesicle release sites tamate would require tonic release on the order of 4,000 (16 nm) and by bipolar cell dendrites that also invaginate vesicles/s. We also calculate that a single vesicle can deliver but end far from the release sites (up to 640 nm in cat).
a strong enough glutamate pulse to evoke a PSP at the distant Vesicles discharge tonically in darkness, and the signal is bipolar dendrites and that the tonic rate of PSPs needed to transmit the rod's binary signal would be on the order of The costs of publication of this article were defrayed in part by the 100 vesicles/active zone/s. This approximates the rate meapayment of page charges. The article must therefore be hereby marked sured for the salamander rod for calcium concentrations cor-''advertisement'' in accordance with 18 U.S.C. Section 1734 solely to indicate this fact.
responding to the dark level (see Rieke and Schwartz 1996; FIG . 1. Top: key architectural features of mammalian rod synapse. A and B: orthogonal views based on 3-dimensional reconstruction (Rao-Mirotznik et al. 1995) . A: synaptic vesicles at the basal edge of the ribbon (dark circles outlined in white) contact release sites at the active zone. Single vesicle discharges glutamate near to low-affinity receptors on horizontal cells (hz 1 , hz 2 ) but far (130-640 nm) from high-affinity receptors on bipolar cells ( b 1 , b 2 ). B: 1-dimensional active zone (denoted by row of white outlined vesicles) arches over the bipolar dendrites, providing 130 release sites. Two-dimensional ribbon is extensive, tethering 640 additional vesicles. C: invagination includes a large extracellular volume of 0.21 mm 3 that empties through a short neck the extracellular space of which forms a disk of 0.12 mm radius. Bottom: alternative hypotheses of function. D: dendritic integration of unitary postsynaptic potentials (PSPs): standing concentration of glutamate in the cleft is low; glutamate pulse due to vesicle discharge raises this concentration sharply, evoking a PSP. The bipolar cell integrates PSPs from 20 rods to produce a fluctuating hyperpolarization. One photon suppresses release long enough that the bipolar cell depolarizes and releases transmitter at its own terminal (Rao et al. 1994) . E: extracellular integration of vesicle discharge: standing concentration of glutamate in the invagination is higher, enough to steadily activate receptors. Postsynaptic fluctuations are finer grained, corresponding to channel fluctuations rather than to unitary PSPs (clusters of active channels). Townes-Anderson et al. 1985) . Thus the second hypothesis ficient, l Å neck length, and a Å effective neck radius. With D Å 8 1 10 06 cm 2 /s (Hille 1992), l Å 0.1 mm, and a Å (dendritic integration of quantal PSPs) seems favored-not beyond a reasonable doubt-but certainly by a preponder-0.12 mm, the time constant of emptying is 1.7 ms. Thus compared with the rod response (Ç200 ms) (Baylor et al. ance of the evidence.
1984), diffusion out of the invagination should be rapid and not much retarded by the neck. This calculation agrees with R E S U L T S a similar one for the kinetics of transmitter efflux from the Diffusion of glutamate from the invagination is rapid invagination of the goldfish cone terminal (Vandenbranden et al. 1996) . The diffusion constant (D) used here was for Our calculations assume that a rod synaptic vesicle con-25ЊC. At mammalian body temperature (Ç 37ЊC), D would tains 2,000 molecules of glutamate. This value lies within a be greater by Ç1.5-fold (Hille 1992) and emptying would range derived from our own measurements of vesicles tethbe slightly faster. ered on the synaptic ribbon (28 { 6 nm, inner diameter mean { SD) and from reported concentrations of intravesicular glutamate (60-210 mM) (Burger et al. 1989 ; Nicholls Release rate needed for integration within the cleft and Attwell 1990; Riveros et al. 1986) .
Two thousand glutamate molecules dissolved in the invaWe then wished to calculate the rate of vesicle release gination's extracellular volume (Ç0.21 mm 3 ) (Rao-Mirotz-needed to maintain glutamate in the invagination at a concennik et al. 1995) give a concentration of 16 mM. But the tration appropriate to the dark. At this concentration, most enclosed volume empties via a wide neck of extracellular channels at the dendritic tip should be closed, holding the space (Fig. 1C) , and efflux from the invagination is rapid. bipolar dendrite near its maximal response level (Ashmore For this reduced geometry and, assuming a uniform concen-and Falk 1980). Then a pause in release (due to a photon) tration within the sphere and zero concentration outside, would plunge the glutamate concentration toward the low give the time constant of emptying as level outside the invagination, allowing the synapse to use the full dynamic range for signal transfer. The rod bipolar cell, both in mammal and in dogfish, responds maximally
(1) at 100 mM glutamate (de la Villa et al. 1995; Shiells and Falk 1994 
With a glutamate concentration (C invag ) of 100 mM, efflux from the invagination would be Ç7.5 1 10 6 molecules/s. To sustain this concentration would require an equivalent inflow, amounting to the glutamate from Ç4,000 vesicles/s. This calculation assumes that a vesicle contains 2,000 glutamate molecules. A lower rate would require both vesicle diameter and intravesicular concentration to be at their estimated maxima. Thus a 34-nm vesicle containing 210 mM glutamate would hold 2,600 molecules, and the calculated release rate could relax to 3,000/s. However, if the number of glutamate molecules per vesicle was smaller, say 700 (26-nm vesicle at 130 mM glutamate), the calculated rate would be ú4,000/s. Yet even this small glutamate pulse from one vesicle could evoke PSPs (see next section). Thus the choice of 2,000 glutamate molecules/vesicle seems fair to both hypotheses for transferring the binary signal.
The preceding calculations omit an explicit term for the glutamate transporter. The transporter must play some essential role because blocking it rapidly abolishes synaptic transmission from photoreceptor to horizontal cell (Eliasof and Werblin 1993; Vandenbranden et al. 1996) . Information about the location, densities, and kinetics of transporters at (Fig. 1 B) . Bipolar cell receptors (speckling), lie within the invagination (on the rod and/or the invaginating far from the release site but distribute over entire dendritic tip (Vardi and processes) with kinetics and densities comparable to the Morigiwa 1997) . B: extracellular space was modeled as 3 intersecting slabs. bipolar cell's glutamate receptor would tend to oppose the Shading indicates location of horizontal cell receptors; X indicates location of bipolar dendrite at a distance r from the vesicle discharge site. C: conceneffect of vesicular release, requiring still higher rates than tration at horizontal cell receptors in region 1 was calculated using an we have calculated here to maintain a steady concentration instantaneous point source (central spot) on an infinite plane. D: concentraof glutamate. But a transporter at the mouth of the invagi-tion at horizontal receptors in regions 2 and 3 and at bipolar cell receptors nation, or just outside, would serve to maintain the sharp were calculated using a point source at the edge of a semi-infinite plane. gradient essential to passive efflux. If the transporters at these loci were blocked, their binding sites would quickly Ç10 channels would be modulated by a smaller number of saturate and efflux from the invagination would decline. mGluR6 receptors (Nawy and Jahr 1990; Shiells and Falk Thus the transporter has a key role in our passive model, 1990). Other small central neurons commonly are reported but it is an implicit one-to maintain the gradient (see DIS-to express Ç10 receptor-gated ion channels per synapse CUSSION ).
(e.g., Edwards et al. 1990; Hestrin 1992; Stern et al. 1992; Traynelis et al. 1993) . And, although cultured neurons may Could each vesicle evoke a discrete PSP? express higher numbers (e.g., Forti et al. 1997; Frerking et al. 1995) , it seemed reasonable to use values from freshly We turned to the alternative hypothesis, that each vesicle dissociated bipolar neurons and small neurons in brain slices. evokes a discrete PSP. This would require the glutamate pulse to rise high enough for long enough to modulate on the order of 10 cation channels. Thus we developed a model Diffusion model of the synapse of the rod invagination to calculate the spatiotemporal glutamate concentration due to a single vesicle and to evaluate A synaptic vesicle at the rod active zone empties into a large invagination housing four postsynaptic processes: two whether Ç10 channels per postsynaptic process could be activated.
horizontal cell terminals and two bipolar cell dendrites (Fig.  1, A and B) . The extracellular space between these processes The choice of 10 for the number of postsynaptic channels per process is justified as follows. It fits (roundly) the report forms a Y, shown in a cut perpendicular to the ribbon ( Fig.  2A) . To calculate the spatiotemporal concentration of glutaof de la Villa et al. (1995) that an isolated cat rod bipolar cell contains Ç125 cation channels (13-pS unitary conductance) mate in the cleft ([glutamate] cleft ), we modeled the Y as confluent slab-like channels, 120Њ apart and 16 nm wide gated by glutamate. With 20 rods/bipolar cell (Sterling et al. 1988) , there would be about six channels per synapse. (Fig. 2B) 
slow (Ç1 ms) compared with the calculated time course of the glutamate pulse (see Eliasof and Jahr 1997) . Although The glutamate concentration due to a point source at the a train of quanta directed at a patch of receptors might desenedge of a semi-infinite slab can be approximated as twice sitize them, quanta are released stochastically from 130 sites Eq. 3 (Crank 1990) so along the 2,300-nm length of the active zone (Fig. 1B) . Therefore successive quanta rarely will hit the same patch
of receptors. Furthermore, the dark-adapted L-HC horizontal cell of Xenopus gives sustained responses to glutamate, so Taking the derivative of Eqs. 4 and 5 with respect to t, rod-driven AMPA receptors may resist desensitization (Krisetting them equal zero and solving for t give the times to zaj et al . 1994) . peak (t peak ) for the infinite and semi-infinite case, respecAlthough the receptors are quite near the release site, they tively, as a function of distance, r. Substituting t peak back encompass a range of distances, so we divided the receptor into the appropriate concentration equations gives the peak sheet into three regions (Fig. 2A) . The minimum distance concentrations as a function of r for each case. from release site to region 1 was Ç16 nm, and to regions 2 and 3 it was Ç50 nm. Because vesicle discharge is not exactly at the intersection of the clefts but at a short distance Glutamate pulse at the horizontal cell rises high and falls into region 1, to calculate [glutamate] cleft for the strip of fast receptors in this region, the cleft was treated as an infinite
The [glutamate] cleft would rise above 0.5 mM for region slab and vesicle discharge as a point source of 2,000 mole-1 as far as 220 nm from the release site and for regions 2 cules at the center (Fig. 2C) . We assume that half of these and 3 as far as 160 nm (Fig. 3A) . So 88 receptors in region 2,000 molecules diffuse toward the intersection of the clefts, 1 and 64 receptors each in regions 2 and 3 see [glutaand once there, diffuse equally into the two remaining clefts. mate] cleft ú EC 50 . These concentrations are reached very Thus for regions 2 and 3, the cleft was considered a semirapidly (õ20 ms), but the number of receptors bound deinfinite slab with a point source at one edge of 500 molecules pends on how long the concentrations are sustained. (Fig. 2D) .
For receptors in region 1, calculated [glutamate] cleft de-BIPOLAR CELL RECEPTORS. The glutamate molecules next cays rapidly (Fig. 3B) . The temporal profiles vary with encounter the tips of bipolar dendrites that express mGluR6 distance from release site, but for distances out to 220 nm receptors (Nomura et al. 1994; Vardi and Morigiwa 1997) . and for times ú100 ms the profiles converge. Thus regardless We assumed the same receptor density as for the horizontal of distance, the concentration remains ú0.1 mM for Ç200 cells but took a much lower EC 50 (10 mM) (de la Villa et ms. Profiles calculated for regions 2 and 3 are similar: the al. 1995) and a Hill coefficient of 1 or 2 (Shiells and Falk concentration remains ú0.1 mM for Ç100 ms (curves not Tian and Slaughter 1994) . These receptors lie quite shown). From these spatiotemporal concentrations, we calfar from the release site, 130-640 nm (Fig. 1, A and B (Holmes 1995) . Our conclusion that a vesicle can evoke a discrete PSP in the horizontal cell is no surprise because the synaptic cleft geometry is conventional. But a conclusion that the same vesicle can evoke a PSP at a distant bipolar dendrite would be somewhat startling.
Glutamate ''puff '' at the bipolar cell peaks low and falls slowly
With about a quarter of the glutamate molecules diffusing past the horizontal cells into the stem of the Y, the peak [glutamate] cleft at the bipolar dendrites would reach 30-700 mM (Fig. 4) . Given the bipolar cell's dose-response range of 1-100 mM (de la Villa et al. 1995) , these concentrations could evoke a bipolar cell response. The rise and decay times are slow, so [glutamate] cleft remains ú10 mM for Ç1 ms. Furthermore, by 0.5 ms, the concentrations due to various release sites (130-640 nm away) converge and decay slowly in concert. Consequently, the fourfold range of distances from release site to dendrite would hardly matter.
To doubly bind 10 receptors on the patch of bipolar dendrite nearest to the release site (taken as 5% of the 1 mm 2 invaginating process) would require an ON 3 . Glutamate concentration from 1 vesicle discharge peaks high at Moreover, even at these ON rates, some receptors beyond horizontal cell receptors and falls fast. A: peak glutamate concentrations for the a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) receptors in regions 1-3 (defined in Fig. 2 A) fall off with distance from the release site: receptors within 220 nm in region 1 and within 160 nm in regions 2 and 3 see concentrations above the horizontal cell receptor EC 50 (0.5 mM). B: glutamate concentrations for the receptors in region 1 that see concentrations above the EC 50 peak in õ20 ms.
where the ON and OFF rates are the association and dissociation rate constants, respectively. We assume that few receptors are bound immediately following release, so the second term is negligible. Then approximating [glutamate] as C a and integrating over time from zero to t C¢Ca , the time for which the concentration remains above C a (taken in this case as 0.1 mM), gives fraction bound sites Å ON rate 1 C a 1 t C¢C a
The square of Eq. 7 gives the fraction of receptors doubly bound. Thus even though about three-fourths of the glutamate molecules diffuse uselessly out the arms of the Y-shaped cleft and some are bound by the horizontal cells, the remaining molecules in the stem of the cleft could establish a spatiotemporal concentration at the bipolar dendrites ample to bind enough mGluR6 receptors for a quantal PSP. If glutamate molecules were lost to the stem due to singlebinding by additional AMPA receptors (say by half the sites that see concentrations ú0.5 mM), then peak [glutamate] cleft at the bipolar receptors due to release from the farthest site drops to Ç25 mM. However, the change in temporal profile is negligible, so binding 10 mGluR6 receptors would require the same ON rates. In short, because mGluR6 has high affinity, glutamate discharged from one vesicle can be effective even from a relatively great distance.
Effect of real time discharge from a vesicle
We initially treated vesicle release as an instantaneous point source (Figs. 3 and 4 ). More realistic discharge over 100 ms (Almers and Tse 1990) was modeled using the instantaneous release of 1/100th of the point source strength every 1 ms for 100 ms. This prolonged discharge lowers the peak concentration and delays the time to peak (Fig. 5) . However, the temporal profiles still converge in õ300 ms. Thus whether vesicle emptying is instantaneous or prolonged matters little for receptor binding at the distant bipolar dendrites (Fig. 5, A and B) . Horizontal cell receptors directly across from the release site would see the greatest difference (Fig. 5C ), but concentrations would still peak above the EC 50 , and the slower time course should actually enhance receptor binding.
Release rate needed for integration within the dendrites
Previously we calculated the minimum release rate to transfer the single photon signal to be 40 vesicles/s (Rao et al. 1994) . This assumed simply that the rod's signal/noise ratio (Ç5) is preserved in the bipolar cell. But if release is stochastic, there is another constraint. False positive signals (''dark events'') would arise when an ''extra-long'' interval between successive PSPs allows the bipolar cell to depolarize past its threshold for signaling to the next stage. Dark events from this source must occur less frequently than those due to the thermal isomerization of rhodopsin because the FIG . 5. Real time discharge over 100 ms lowers the peak concentration and delays the time to peak. A and B: glutamate concentration at the bipolar dendrites due to instantaneous and prolonged (100 ms) release at the nearest release site (A) and the farthest release site (B): both models of release produce concentrations that remain above the bipolar cell receptor EC 50 (10 mM) for Ç1 ms, so postsynaptic receptor binding should be identical. C: glutamate concentrations at the horizontal cell receptors directly across from the release site due to instantaneous and prolonged (100 ms) release: prolonged release produces concentrations that peak above the horizontal cell receptor EC 50 (0.5 mM) and remain there for longer times than concentrations due to instantaneous release; thus if anything, receptor binding should be enhanced.
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11-30-98 15:33:19 neupa LP-Neurophys malian cone are shallow (Calkins et al. 1996; Lasansky 1973) . Therefore, if any invagination retards passive efflux of transmitter (Eccles and Jaeger 1958; Eliasof and Werblin 1993) , this should be the one. Yet according to our calculations, one quantum would diffuse from the invagination with a time constant of 1.7 ms. Conceivably, diffusion through the synaptic cleft could be retarded by a meshwork of macromolecules or by the tortuous path created by the invaginating processes (cf. Fig.  1, C vs. A) . A lower diffusion coefficient would reduce the release rate needed for integration within the cleft. However, to reduce the rate to 100 vesicles/s, D would have to drop by 40-fold. Tortuosity reduces the diffusion coefficient by°2
.4-fold measured over long distances (ú40 mm) and long times (ú100 s) (Nicholson and Phillips 1981) . Thus if tortuosity plays some role in the rod terminal, it would not affect our conclusions. Moreover, because a decrease in D would extend the temporal concentration profiles produced by one quantum, each release would be even more likely to cause a PSP, thus strengthening the second model (''integra- FIG . 6. Rate of synaptic dark events falls with increasing vesicle release rate. Synaptic dark events greatly exceed the thermal rate at 40 vesicles/s tion within the dendrite'').
but fall to 10% of the thermal rate at 100 vesicles/s. Inset: expansion of plot between 75-100 vesicles/s.
Maximum tonic release rate
latter apparently dominates the ganglion cell's spontaneous
The two hypotheses considered here, integration within discharge in the dark (Barlow et al. 1971 ; see also Sterling the cleft and integration within the dendrite predict 40-fold et al. 1988 ). Therefore we calculated what rate of vesicle different rates of tonic exocytosis: 4,000 versus 100 vesirelease would hold the rate of synaptic dark events (i.e., clesrribbon 01 rs 01 . Which rate, if either, is plausible? those due to extra-long intervals) to a small percentage Cone synapses in the intact turtle retina tonically bombard (10%) of the thermal rate.
an OFF bipolar cell in darkness with Ç9,200 ''transmitterWe take the probability of a dark event as the probability related events'' per second (noise analysis). This suggests, that an interval between transmitter quanta is long enough given an estimated convergence of 125-500 ribbon synfor the bipolar cell voltage to cross threshold (Rao et al. apses, a rate of 20-80 vesiclesrribbon 01 rs 01 (Ashmore and 1994) . This is the probability that a PSP peaks and decays Copenhagen 1983). Similarly, bipolar synapses in the intact to half the signal amplitude due to a photon. We estimate cat retina contribute a sustained input to the beta ganglion this interval to be Ç120 ms (see Fig. 2A in Rao et al. 1994) . cell of 4,500 events/s (noise analysis). This suggests, given Because the probability of release per release site is low due the known convergence of 150 ribbon synapses (Cohen and to the large number of release sites at the rod active zone, Sterling 1992; Kier et al. 1995 1984) . But at 79 vesicles/s, the two dark rates are approxi-and capacitance measurements coupled with anatomic meamately equal and at 100 vesicles/s the synaptic dark rate is surements of the number of ribbons suggest tonic release down to 10% of the thermal rate (Fig. 6 ). Thus integration rates within 100 vesiclesrribbon 01 rs 01 . within the bipolar dendrites would require a release rate of However, a ribbon synapse, responding to maximal cal-Ç100 vesicles/s. This agrees with a calculation by van Ros-cium current, can release°500 vesicles/s. This peak rate sum and Smith (1998) using a different model.
was determined by capacitance measurements on the isolated bipolar terminal (von Gersdorff et al. 1996) and also on the D I S C U S S I O N isolated saccular hair cell (Parsons et al. 1994) . This peak rate falls well short of the 4,000/s required for integration Diffusion can deplete the invagination rapidly within the cleft; furthermore the bipolar synapse sustains this rate for only Ç200 ms before exhausting its readily The mammalian rod's synaptic invagination is deepest and most elaborate of any known retinal synapse. By com-releasable pool (von Gersdorff and Matthews 1994; von Gersdorff et al. 1996) . parison the invagination of the salamander rod and the mam-
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The ready pool at the bipolar cell synapse corresponds to dendrites invaginate the cat rod terminal (Rao-Mirotznik et al. 1995; Sterling et al. 1988) , there can be up to seven the depot of vesicles tethered to the ribbon ( Ç100 vesicles) (see von Gersdorff et al. 1996) . If this is also true at the bipolar dendrites in primates (Grünert and Martin 1991; Missotten 1965) . However, the quantum is not the same for all mammalian rod, then its about sixfold larger ribbon (Fig.  1B) might release 500 vesicles/s for ú1 s but clearly not processes.
Near the release site, horizontal cell spines see it as a for minutes let alone the hours required for the rod's tonic release at night. In summary, the tonic rate calculated as sharp pulse: concentrated, localized, and brief (Fig. 3 B) , like that of many glutamatergic, central synapses (Clements essential for integration within the cleft is 40-fold higher than the tonic rates measured at several types of ribbon 1996; Clements et al. 1992; Diamond and Jahr 1997) . The linear active zone is quite long, extending for 2,300 nm. But synapse. But the tonic rate calculated as essential for integration within the dendrite corresponds closely to the measured the receptor sheet on the horizontal cell spine extends parallel to it (Figs. 1B and 2B) , so wherever the quantum arises rates.
along the linear active zone, a small patch of AMPA receptors always sees it as a sharp pulse. The binding properties Why does the light response require glutamate of these receptors (low affinity, fast dissociation) match the transporters?
temporal concentration of the pulse and should, we calculate, Before discarding the idea that glutamate is sensed as a allow Ç10 receptors to be doubly bound. Because the glutaconcentration, one needs to explain why blocking the gluta-mate pulse would not saturate the whole receptor sheet, PSP mate transporter rapidly abolishes the horizontal cell's light amplitudes would fluctuate with quantal content and receptor response (Eliasof and Werblin 1993; Vandenbranden et al. binding . But the horizontal cell integrates tonic bombard-1996). In our calculations, glutamate concentration is low ment from ú1,000 rods and is coupled electrically to its outside the invagination providing the gradient needed to neighbors (Vaney 1993; Wässle et al. 1978) , so fluctuations flush glutamate passively from the invagination. If transport-in PSP amplitude should be greatly averaged. ers were blocked, then rapid binding to the transporters soon
Far from the release site, bipolar dendrites see the glutawould saturate (Wadiche et al. 1995) , and glutamate outside mate quantum as a weaker ''puff '': more dilute, diffuse, the invagination would rise, especially because neighboring and prolonged (Fig. 4) . The active zone is arched, a highly rod terminals also contribute. The gradient would decline conserved feature that sets all release sites roughly equidisrapidly, so C invag would rise. Even conventional synapses tant to the center of the invagination (Fig. 1B) . Consereleasing quanta at far lower rates require transporter activity quently, no matter where along the arch a quantum is reto prevent ''spillover'' between neighbors (Asztely et al. leased, the patch of mGluR6 receptors on the invaginating 1997). So blocking transporters at the rod terminal should bipolar dendrites (Nomura et al. 1994 ; Vardi and Morigiwa abolish transmission even if the transporter merely scav-1997) always sees roughly the same puff. enges glutamate at the mouth of the invagination rather than
The binding properties of these receptors (high affinity, from deep inside.
probably slow dissociation), match the puff 's temporal conRecently, immunoreactivity for the glutamate transporter, centration. Although it may not saturate these receptors, only GLT1, has been observed in the tips of rabbit rod bipolar a few need bind to close all the cGMP-gated cation channels dendrites, i.e., within the invagination (S. Massey, private at the dendritic tip (de la Villa et al. 1995) . Because these communication). If this transporter was comparable to the channels have a high open probability (de la Villa et al. mGluR6 receptor in affinity, kinetics, and spatial density, it 1995), when the puff arrives, the evoked mini-PSP should would compete with the receptor for glutamate. This would be all or none (all channels openrall closed). Thus it is less oppose the effect of vesicular release and require the quantal intrinsically noisy than the PSP evoked by the same quantum rate to maintain a steady glutamate concentration to be even at the horizontal cell. This may be critical to the rod bipolar higher than we have calculated (integration within the cleft). cell's function because channel fluctuation would degrade If GLT1's unbinding and transport are slow, as they are for the cell's ability to detect the few ''missing'' transmitter other glutamate transporters (see Diamond and Jahr 1997; quanta suppressed by a photoisomerization in one rod among Rusakov and Kullman 1998; Wadiche et al. 1995) , GLT1 the stochastic barrage of quanta from all 20 rods. would little effect the rapid rise and early decay of the glutamate puff (integration within the dendrite). It might reduce Why the rod synapse is three dimensional the puff 's peak amplitude, but this effect cannot be calculated because the distribution of transporters is unknown. A A synapse where one quantum affects many postsynaptic probable effect of the transporter would be to suppress the processes conserves both energy and space, and space is puff 's long tail and thus sharpen the gradient for diffusion. known to be a constraint (Hsu et al. 1998) . Furthermore This suppression resembles the effect of the GABA trans-this arrangement, by copying the identical message to multiporter at the cerebellar glomerular synapse (Rossi and Ha-ple rod bipolar processes, improves transmission to the next mann 1998).
stage. But why not implement this circuit in two dimensions, for example, by arranging postsynaptic processes concentrically across a standard cleft?
One quantum, four PSPs
This design would cause spillover of transmitter that would functionally couple adjacent rods. Coupling, because Our model of diffusion in the rod synaptic geometry suggests that one transmitter quantum can evoke a discrete PSP it pools the continuous dark noise from many rods, degrades transmission of the binary signal (Smith et al. 1986) . Spillat multiple second-order neurons. Although only two bipolar J302-8 / 9k2f$$de32
